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1 ipVista
ipVista is an innovative, efficient and easy-to-use spot monitoring solution.
With its simple set up, ipVista can be the most efficient solution to HDMI multi spot monitoring for all
IP surveillance systems. Incorporating wireless technology to display IP surveillance network
cameras through WiFi, this advanced mechanism is a cost effective, decoder-free, NVR-free and
VMS client-free IP surveillance monitoring solution.

1.1 Introduction
IP  surveillance  systems,  you  have  to  love  them.  High  definition,  advanced  security,  reliable,
reassuring and with a few clicks here and there you have live feedback. Monitoring the footage from
your IP surveillance cameras on your PC or NVR is great. That is only if you have only one monitor
near the system. With the VMS or NVR of transferring live video into monitors in a different location,
spot monitoring has become a tedious task. 

Introducing the cure; the  ipVista,  it  is  packaged  with a  wireless  mouse  and  a  powerful processor
and  codec   that  have  new  features  allowing  you  to  search  cameras  and  profiles,  add  in
personalised  styles  and  customized  switching  views  for  your  own  convenience  and  requirement.
With  its  external  WiFi  antenna,  and  its  thin  USB  power  cord,  the  ipVista  is  lighter  and  less
convoluted. 

Spot monitoring for IP surveillance is now much more simpler and cost effective. 
Simple to install. Simple to configure. Simple to use. 

1.2 Major features

Flexible Compatibility
All IP cameras using the Onvif protocol can be displayed directly to monitors through ipVista. Selected
CMS systems such as Milstone, Digifort, Genetek video management system can be used in coherence
with the ipVista. 

Simple, Classy, Chic
Using a wireless mouse, the ipVista is fully controlled and set up by a mouse that is directly connected
unlike conventional IP decoders that require log-in via web server from a PC. 

HD Video via HDMI
Live HD video streaming from megapixel cameras, now simply displayed via HDMI input on monitors and
TV. With an optional HDMI-to-DVI adaptor, the ipVista can be used with a DVI monitor 

Range of Display Features
Single or multiple cameras can be displayed permanently or switched between pre-configured screen
styles that can be easily set up using the ipVista. Profiles, Screen styles, Views and Site registration and
configurations can be manipulated for your personal preference. 

Free from Cables
Thanks to its built-in wireless 802.11b/g/n module and a high gain external antenna, all the ipVista
needs is a Wi-Fi signal and it is ready to be used. DC power adapter can be removed when a monitor/TV
has a USB port.
No bulky wires to connect HDMI, internet cables and power supplies. 

Auto Camera and Profile Search
Cameras and their profiles in the same network can be scanned and detected for easy configuration with
one swift click.
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1.3 Connection

Step 1 : Plug in the mouse-receiver(located under the mouse) into the ipVista's USB port (6).
Switch on the wireless mouse switch located under the mouse.

Step 2 : Connect ipVista to Monitor/TV's HDMI input
If there is not enough room to plug  in directly to  HDMI input,  please  use  supplied  HDMI extension
cable.

Step 3 : Connect 5V  DC  power from supplied  5V  DC   2  Amp power adaptor  to  ipVista's  power
input port (5). 

WARNING ! : Do NOT use a USB output of Monitor/TV for ipVista power. As output of  some TV's
USB port is 500mA, using this power may cause a damage on the TV.

Step 4 : Turn on the Monitor/TV and select the using HDMI port.

Step 5 : Configure Wi-Fi Setting in 'Network' menu

Step 6 : Add the cameras with its' profiles from 'Camera Register' menu

Step 7 : Compile cameras into a multiple display screen in 'Screen Style Register' menu
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Step 8 : Compile cameras and/or Screen Styles into a sequential switching display screen in 'View
Register' menu

Please see following pages for further configuration

1.4 Configuration - ONVIF
Mode Selector

At the beginning of the ipvista, you will be asked to choose connection method ONVIF or Digifort.
In ONVIF mode, ipVista will connect directly to each IP cameras without VMS sofrware.
In Digifort mode, ipVista will connect cameras through Digifort server(VMS).

Once  you are  into  ONVIF  or  Digifort  mode,  the  only  way  to  back  here  is  factory  reset  which  is
located on [Option] -> [Factory Reset].

Main Menu Screen

Once you are into ONVIF mode, and when you would like to factory reset to switch mode to another,
simply click [Option] -> [Factory Reset].
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Mouse controls
Single Left mouse button click: Select

Single Right mouse click: Back

Camera Register

Click on this icon to search cameras  to  register  them into  ipVista  system. Once  the  system finds
installed IP cameras on the network you can select a  camera  to  register  camera's  pre-configured
video streaming profiles. Click Ok to use recommended high resolution and low resolution images.
Those  two  images  can be  selected  after  click  'custom  selection'.  The  selected  camera  with  two
video  streams  are  saved  in  'Registered  Camera'  screen.  To  configure  video  streams  of  IP
cameras, you have to access individual cameras' web interface.

Searches for cameras and its  video  streaming  profiles.  Note: ipVista  can only detect Onvif  video
streaming profiles (MPEG4 or H.264) that are pre-configured on a camera. (refer to manuals  from
camera suppliers)

Manual register for specific camera
After selecting icon above, choose a camera(s) under ‘Name’ then fill in the details. Selected HIGH
resolution profiles will be used for full  screen display and  LOW resolution will  be  used  for  divided
screen display. 
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Camera List 

Click on this icon to view, copy and modify registered camera and profiles.
you also can add and change camera details and view the chosen camera in a full screen. 

: Allows you to view live video in a full screen mode.

: Removes the selected Profile - to restore, you must add the profile from ‘Camera Search’ 

:  Duplicates  the  camera  for  easy  adding  new  cameras.  Once  duplicated,  the  camera  IP
address and name shall be corrected by manually.

: Allows you to change the camera name, selected video profiles, etc. 

ipVista is capable of registering 128 cameras in total. You can choose  2  video  profiles  for  Single
screen mode  and  Multiple  screen mode. Or you can choose  only one  profile  for  both Single  and
Multiple  screen mode. To  get the  best result,  please  click  "?"  icon in the  top  right corner,  to  see
resolution and frame rate chart

Screen Style Register

Click on this icon to view, copy, modify and add register Screen Styles from saved Profiles.
Each ‘Style’ is a personalised collage of the profiles chosen from the camera list

Click on the top right  to add in a new ‘Style’. Fill in details then click ‘Add Cameras’. By clicking
on the  list  of  profiles  chosen from the  group  you had  added  previously,  these  would  be  the  ones
seen in the screen in a 2x2 format.

: Allows you to view the Screen Style

: Removes the selected Screen Style

: Duplicates the Screen Style for easy adding new Screen Style.  Once  duplicated, selected
cameras and name shall be corrected

: Allows you to change the Screen Style name and selected camera

ipVista is capable of registering 64 ‘Screen Styles’
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View Register

Click on this icon to register Views from saved Cameras and Screen Styles.
A 'View' is a combination of Cameras and/or Screen Styles. In View mode, cameras  and  Screen
Styles are displayed in sequence.
This  final step  allows  you to  customize  which  screen  style(s)  and  profile(s)  to  be  viewed  on  the
monitor.

Click on the top right  to add in a new ‘Style’. Fill ‘View Name’ and ‘Description’.
Click ‘Add Profiles’ and ‘Add Styles’ to compile selected profiles and styles (elements). 

With each element added a ‘Switching Interval Time’ must be chosen - the duration of the particular
element being shown on the monitor. 
By scrolling down the list, you will be able to see the Profile(s) and Style(s) that are in the view. 
Click ‘Save’ to finish the ‘View’

ipVista is capable of creating 16 ‘Views’ that can be viewed on the monitor

 
Password

Click on this icon to set a password that is required to access and/or change settings.
Set a password to access all settings. Note: Lock is enabled after 1 hour has passed after entering
code
Please contact your supplier when password is forgotten.

Network

Click on this icon to configure and connect to a network by WiFi. 
Your ipVista will have its WiFi turned on automatically. Once connected, the ipVista will  remember
the network. 
The ipVista will detect all unhidden WiFi networks that are in its range.

Change WiFi network:
To change networks, repeat the steps to connect to WiFi. This will automatically forget original WiFi
network and change to the secondary network.
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Option

Click on this icon to access following ‘Option Settings’.

Language: Select preferred language
Time Setup: This allows you to change the date and time, date format and time format
Display: Select monitor resolution
Site Register: Allows you to save or load the complete sets  of  ‘Profile/  Style/  View’  that has  been
configured or registered. This setting can be useful for maintaining groups of surveillance cameras
in different networks, buildings or sites
Factory Reset: Deleting all data on Database and restart to back mode selector.

ipVista is capable of registering 8 sites

Live View

Click on this icon to view most recently viewed Profile/ Style/ View.
If there is a sudden power cut, this feature allows the monitor to display the most recent 'View' once
power is restored. Thus private information on the set up of the ipVista is protected.

1.4.1 Camera Register

Camera Register(Automatic)

To register camera, ipvista provides two type of methods.

By  clicking  button  ,   ipvista  will  auto-search  all  cameras  that  are  supported  on  ONVIF
protocol. You will see devices on the list view. Some cameras you already registered will be shown
with marking "Tick" on "In use" field.
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When you choose one of camera to register, a dialog will show up and require both username and
password, together with camera name(optional)

Once  you  fill  out  correct  username  and  password  in  accordance  with  camera  requirement,  the
camera  will  send  you  profile  lists  and  you  will  choose  proper  profile.  Otherwise,  the  system  will
automatically suggest profiles for both multi-view and single-view. ipVista only can display MPEG4
and  H.264  video. Also  ipVista  does  not play  audio,  even  though  the  video  profile  has  an  audio

codec.  If  you  want  to  see  what  the  recommended  profiles  are,  click   button  for  more
information.
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Camera Register(Manually)

Alternatively,  You  can  also  manually  register  cameras  by  filling  out  a  camera  ip  address  and
authentication information.

The button  for manual register is located on the edge.
The field "IP Address", "Port", "Username" and "Password"  are mandatory.
Name and Camera type are optional.

1.4.2 Camera list

Camera List
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After  the  registration  finished  in  camera  register  section,  You  will  see  registered  cameras  on
camera list menu.

You will  manage  registered  cameras  via  "Edit",  "Copy"  "Delete"  buttons, and  by clicking   
button, you will watch live view directly from here.

1.4.3 Screen Style Register

Screen Style Register

Watching screen style is suitable for those who wants to see multiple camera playback at the same
time. There are 2 type of Screen style, 2 x 2 ( generally called by quad view ) and 1+5 view( 1 bigger
video and 5 small videos view ). You can use 2 x 2 ( quad ) view in View ( switching view mode  ),
but 1+5 view is only available in static view mode.

Like the features explained on section "Camera list", screen style  also  has  "Edit,  Copy",  "Delete"
and "Live" buttons.

You can add new screen style by clicking button . 
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Regarding registration for a screen style, there is no mandatory field. However, you will need to add
at least one camera to build screen style properly.
Depending on what style type of screen style you choose, the number of camera list for one screen
style will be different.
For instance, type  "1+5"  allows  adding  maximum 6  cameras,  on  the  other  hand,  "2x2"  allows  4
cameras for one style.

1.4.4 View Register

View Register

Watching view is ideal for when you have more then 4~6 cameras and want to show many cameras
on one ipvista by switching each screen style in accordance with scheduled time interval. One view
is able to have mixed screen styles and even cameras, and you will need to give them proper time
interval to show on.
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The picture below shows that 3 registered screen styles are  ready for  view name "2nd  floor",  and
will  operate  every scheduled  interval.  In View, you only can  add  single  camera  or  2  x  2  (  quad)
screen style. 1+5 screen style is not available in View. 

1.5 Configuration - Digifort
Mode Selector

Now we are about to mention Digifort mode, client version of Digifort.
Unlike Onvif mode which allow ipvista to connect directly to cameras, you have to connect cameras
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via Digifort server.
** In this mode, connected ipVista will take some CPU resources of Digifort server.

Once you are into Digifort mode, the only way to back to here is using factory reset which is located
on [Option] -> [Factory Reset].

Main Menu Screen

Mouse controls
Single Right mouse button click: Select

Single Left mouse click: Back
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Server Register

Click  on this  icon to  register  Digifort  server  to  save  camera  lists  into  ipVista  system.  Once  you
register  a  Digifort  server,  all  cameras  associated  with server will  be  included  into  ipvista  system
automatically.  The  list  of  cameras  registered  in a  Digifort  server will  be  shown  on  [Camera  List]
menu. When you change options for FPS(Frame per second), resolution and quality for a server, all
cameras setting under a server will be changed as well.

Register a Digifort server along with its cameras to ipvista system.
After  selecting  this  icon,  you  should  type  the  server  name  and  authentication  information.
Additionally, ipvista supports to change FPS and resolution for cameras connected with a server.

Camera List 

Click on this icon to view cameras which are already associated with registered Digifort servers.

: Allows you to view live video in a full screen

There is no limitation of the number of camera and Digifort server.

Screen Style Register

Same as  ONVIF  mode  doing, click  on  this  icon  to  view,  copy,  modify  and  add  register  Screen
Styles from saved cameras.
Screen style can contain different cameras from different servers.

Click on the top right  to add in a new ‘Style’. Fill in details then click ‘Add Cameras’. By clicking
on the list of cameras chosen from the group you had  added  previously,  these  would  be  the  ones
seen in the screen in a 2x2, 1+5 and 3x3 formats.

: Allows you to view the Screen Style

: Removes the selected Screen Style
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: Duplicates the Screen Style for easy adding new Screen Style.  Once  duplicated, selected
cameras and name shall be corrected

: Allows you to change the Screen Style name and selected camera

The number of screen styles is not limited.

 
View Register

Click on this icon to register Views from saved Cameras and Screen Styles.
A 'View' is a combination of Cameras and/or Screen Styles. In View mode, cameras  and  Screen
Styles are displayed in sequence.
This  final step  allows  you to  customize  which screen style(s)  and  camera(s)  to  be  viewed  on  the
monitor.

Click on the top right  to add in a new ‘Style’. Fill ‘View Name’ and ‘Description’.
Click ‘Add Cameras’ and ‘Add Styles’ to compile selected cameras and styles (elements). 

With each element added a ‘Switching Interval Time’ must be chosen - the duration of the particular
element being shown on the monitor. 
By scrolling down the list, you will be able to see the Camera(s) and Style(s) that are in the view. 
Click ‘Save’ to finish the ‘View’

The number of view is not limited.

 
Password

Click on this icon to set a password that is required to access and/or change settings.
Set a password to access all settings. Note: Lock is enabled after 1 hour has passed after entering
code
Please contact your supplier when password is forgotten.

Network

Click on this icon to configure and connect to a network by WiFi. 
Your ipVista will have its WiFi turned on automatically. Once connected, the ipVista will  remember
the network. 
The ipVista will detect all unhidden WiFi networks that are in its range.

Change WiFi network:
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To change networks, repeat the steps to connect to WiFi. This will automatically forget original WiFi
network and change to the secondary network.

Option

Click on this icon to access following ‘Option Settings’.

Language: Select preferred language
Time Setup: This allows you to change the date and time, date format and time format
Display: Select monitor resolution
Site Register: Allows you to save or load the complete sets  of  ‘Profile/  Style/  View’  that has  been
configured or registered. This setting can be useful for maintaining groups of surveillance cameras
in different networks, buildings or sites
Factory Reset: Deleting all data on Database and restart to back mode selector.

Live View

Click on this icon to view most recently viewed Camera/ Style/ View.
If there is a sudden power cut, this feature allows the monitor to display the most recent 'View' once
power is restored. Thus private information on the set up of the ipVista is protected.

1.5.1 Server Register

Server Register

To use ipVista for Digifort VMS, you have to configure a Digifort server in advance.
Once finished, registered server will be shown on list category. 
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Registering server requires some mandatory fields.
IP Address, Username, Password are essential, but others are optional.

1.5.2 Camera list

Camera List

After  the  registration finished  in Digifort  server menu, You  will  see  all  cameras  in  the  registered
Digifort server.
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You can get into live view by clicking   button.

1.5.3 Screen Style Register

Screen Style Register

Conceptually,  Screen style  register  for  Digifort  is  exactly same as  ONVIF  mode.  Please  refer  to
ONVIF page for detailed information.
Screen style has "Edit, Copy", "Delete" and "Live" buttons.

You can add new screen style by clicking button . 
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To register screen style, you can mix cameras from different servers. you will need  to  add  at least
one camera to each screen style.
Screen style for Digifort supports 3 type of screen type like 2x2, 1+5, 3x3 screen.

1.5.4 View Register

View Register

Regardless of which camera from different Digifort servers you wish to see, you can freely combine
cameras and screen styles within ipvista system.
The way to manage View is exactly same as ONVIF mode.
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1.6 Operation
Start live monitoring

Live monitoring can be achieved in two ways;

1) Start live monitoring by clicking  symbols in Camera List, Screen Style Register or View
Register
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2) Click the button from home screen. It will display your last view on the screen

Live View

Screen Style - 2x2 view

While in 2x2 muti-view, double click one of the camera to zoom it in a full screen
Click anywhere on screen to display control buttons for Home or 2x2 view 
N.B  This  zoom in to  full  screen feature  is  not available  in View  mode, because  it  is  in  switching
view.

View - Automatic switching between cameras and/or 2x2 views

While in View mode, click anywhere on screen to display control buttons for Home, Pause and Play 

1.7 FAQs
SETUP

Q: Can I display analogue CCTV cameras on monitors through ipVista?
A: No, ipVista is design for IP surveillance cameras/ systems.

Q: How many cameras and views I can register on ipVista?
A: 128 cameras,  64 screen styles, 16 views and 8 sites can be registered.

Q: Can I use a 3rd party mouse with ipVista?
A: Yes, it is compatible with most USB mice.

Q: Can I connect a PC keyboard to ipVista?
A: No, it is not recommended using a keyboard with ipVista.

Q: Can I use a monitor with DVI input instead of HDMI?
A: Yes, it works with most of HDMI-to-DVI adapters. 
     Note: Screen resolution may be affected using some HDMI-to-DVI adapters.
               Please check with the HDMI-to-DVI adapter supplier.

Q: Why are two different video streaming profiles are required to register ?
A: ipVista uses high resolution video for full screen view and low resolution video for multi-view. If the
camera has only one video profile, ipVista will use it for both screens.

Q: Can I use a USB port from the TV for the ipVista DC power?
A: No, unless TV's USB port specified Max 2Amp output do NOT use Monitor or TV's USB port for
ipVista  power. If  you use  a  power  supply  other  then  the  supplied  one,  please  make  sure  it  can
supply 5V DC 2A or 10W.

Q: Can I plug in 5V power to other mini USB port on ipVista?
A: No, It is not recommended to connect 5V DC to other USB port than 5V DC port.

Q: My WiFi signal is too weak for the current location. What should I do?
A: Move the ipVista to other location, install another WiFi access point or use a WiFi signal booster/
repeater to improve the signal.
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Q: Using  the  Camera  Search  function, ipVista  can't  find  some IP  cameras  on  a  network.
Why?
A: It  only can search Onvif  IP  cameras  on a  same sub-network. If  the  cameras  are  on a  different
subnet, make  sure  they are  on a  same subnet by changing  ipVistas  or  cameras  network  setting.
(1.4)
    If you are not sure, please contact your network administrator.

Q:  Can  I  use  the  Onvif  version  of ipVista  to  get a  video  via  other  VMS  systems such  as
Digifort or Milestone?
A: No, Onvif version of ipVista only compatible with Onvif cameras.
    To get a video stream from VMS  system, you need  a  ipVista  that supports  the  particular  VMS
system.

Q: My IP camera supports high resolution and many different frame rates but the  Camera
Search function on ipVista can only shows some of them. 
A: ipVista only can show the Profiles from a camera that have been created on the camera. Please
logon to camera setting (refer to  camera's  manual)  and  create  more  profiles  that you wish to  use
with ipVista.

Q: What is the working distance for the wireless mouse that supplied with ipVista?
A: Appx. 6 Meters in line of sight.

GENERAL

Q: What is the SD/TF card slot on ipVista?
A: It is not supported by ipVista ver1.0 but for a future use. 

Q: Can I turn on the ipVista all the time?
A: Yes, it is designed to run 24/7.

Q: I forgot my password. What should I do?
A: Please email support@ipvista.co for support. We will get back to you as soon as possible.

OPERATION

Q: Camera images are jumping from frame to frame.
A: Video streaming data is exceeding your network bandwidth. Please improve  bandwidth of your
WiFi network.
    Or image resolution and frame rate is too high. Reduce image resolution and frame rate. (1.4)

Q: On View mode, displaying some camera image take a long time to load.
A: Video streaming data is exceeding your network bandwidth. Please improve  bandwidth of your
WiFi network.
    Or Image resolution and frame rate is too high. Reduce image resolution and frame rate.
    Or Change the switching time of Screen Style longer.(1.4)

Q: Why my ipVista restarting by itself ?
A: Power supply may not be sufficient.  Use  the  power adaptor  that supplied  with ipVista  or  if  you
use a 3rd party power supply please check if the power output is 5V DC 2Amp.

Q: Video images are not displaying immediately after switching to new screen  style. How
can I improve this?
A: There  may be  some delay on displaying  videos  and  it  is  mainly  due  to  the  bandwidth  of  the
network and/or initiating  network  session to  cameras. Reduce  the  video  resolution and  FPS  may
improve the delay.

For other inquiries, please contact our support team.

mailto:support@ipvista.co
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